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Summary
In March 2019 Balfour Beatty presented to RBC and members. In the presentation we made 8
commitments to the council should we be awarded the 2 year contract extension.
Commitments:
1. We offered a 3.8% discount on future capital spend. Plus a £50,000 lump sum for the £7m already
spent (this equated to a minimum lump sum discount of £225,000)
2. We committed to delivering a minimum of 20% in social value of the contract value in the
extension period.
3. We committed to maintaining our dedicated team in Rochdale
4. Maintain productivity levels for routine gulley maintenance (i.e. maintain resource levels as this
year). This involved the provision of an additional gully cleaning waggon when required
5. Maintain productivity levels for pothole repairs and maintain overdue orders at an acceptable level
6. Work closely with RBC Highways Team to deliver a better pothole service
7. A report direct to Overview and Scrutiny Committee (Performance & Social Value)
8. Detailed monthly activity/productivity report sent to Highway Champions
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What We Achieved – 1. Discount
Discount.
• The first two payments of discount equating to £100,000 (£50,000 each)
has now been released to the council. This can now be re-invested
back into the highways network.
• The proposed discount was £225,000 (based on a percentage discount
on works delivered outside of the highways capital programme),
however the current discount now amounts to £243,000.
• There are still schemes and works to be completed in 2021/22 which
means more discount will be applied before contract completion.
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2. Delivering Social Value
Our social value infographic is
updated every quarter and highlights
the added benefit in the contract
including: We have delivered 22% of
the contract in social value to date.
•
•

•
•
•
•
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£12.9M realised in social value to
date
5 apprentices on the contract
(including 3 being sponsored for
degrees)
8.4M litres of rain water harvested
used
90% of staff employed are local
Multi-use hybrid vehicles on site
including several electric Vans
72% of all expenditure spent local

Social Value- Magazine donation

- We procured 1600 magazines
from a magazines publishing
house as well as 20 pallets of
thermal socks and bedding which
we distributed to charities across
Rochdale in partnership with
RBC. To help the vulnerable
during the COVID-19 pandemic
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Social Value – NHS and Poppy
We recently undertook lining across
the borough to mark the celebration
of key workers and remembrance
day.
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3. Dedicated Team
We have increased our
staffing levels over the past
few months to accommodate
the growing programme of
work and supply more
supervisors and commercial
resource.
We also have a full time
dedicated health and safety
advisor on the contract.
Our team on the right:
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Dedicated Team – Continued
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85% of our workforce live in Rochdale



30% of our workforce are either Graduates or apprentices



Contract has 5 current apprentices and 3 No Graduates



Training plan in place for all staff to maintain and develop their skills



We are sponsoring 3 apprentices through degrees



We have access to a pool of 30 employees from our neighbouring
Manchester contract were we share resilience.

4. Routine Gulley Maintenance


As part of the extension we agreed to ensure we always maintained enough gully
cleaning vehicles to manage the service and complete the 44,000 gullies on time. As
per the below we are in front of target and are looking to finish the annual clean early.

Target Cumulative
Actual Cumulative
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April May
June July
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
March
2651 7015 11226 15775 20717 25659 30601 34136 35820 38504 41350 44000
6761 10255 13478 17286 21391 25852 30631

5. Maintain Productivity Levels for Potholes
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●

As part of the extension we agreed to procure additional resource,
should we fall more than 50 orders behind.

●

Over the past 6 months we have worked with RBC to manage the
ordering of works and have subsequently maintained the backlog within
expectable levels.

●

We have reduced the amount of patches across each ward by utilising
the ‘Day of Action’ patching budget to repair bigger sections of the
highway.

6. Work closely with RBC to deliver a better
potholing service.
Over the last few months we have made a number of quality improvements to the repair
of potholes. This has been done in partnership with the RBC Highways Team.
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Following the meeting with RBC in March 2019 we highlighted several roads that
were ‘safety defects and require bigger patches to be completed. The public
perception of repairing small patches on a road that is in a bad condition is that we
have left a job unfinished and was causing issues to both our reputations.



It was agreed that we would utilise the funding from the DfT fund to create a ‘day of
action’ patching programme in each Township to repair the affected areas.



We have now spent over £1m on day of action patching and we have had a lot of
positive feedback, we still have further funds available ready for the upcoming winter
months.

Examples – Day of Action Patching
Amy Street – Middleton
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Walton Street, Heywood

Examples – Day of Action Patching
Buckley Street – Rochdale
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Laurels Drive – Pennines

7 & 8. Highways Champions Meeting and
Report.
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We recently presented an update on our contract to date and spend against the
additional leaders fund to the highway champions. We will continue to attend and
provide an update at this meeting.



We submit a report each month at the highways management board meeting which
shows a snapshot of the contract to date including the programme against each
element of works. We are looking to review the format of the report in collaboration
with the council ready to submit to the highways champions each month.

Where we offer further value to Rochdale
Operational Excellence – Cross contract resilience for potholing and
drainage, access to 5 additional gully wagons, drainage surveys &TM
– Flooding Management& Co-ordination – Flood defence schemes –
Expertise – Cradle to Grave Surface Dressing & Micro-Asphalt –
Tarmac Ultilife – Over-banding – Autologic – Market stalls & Storage –
Major Fire Response – ECIs Leaders Fund & LTP Design &
Construction Programmes – Drainage camera surveys – Schools ––
Winter Resilience – Sand bags – Flood Defence NR1 – COVID
response - Patch Lining – Winter Scouting – Joint decisions – Letter
drops – Works Ambassadors – Specialist Materials & Trials – Hot Spot
& Wet Spot Report – Dash Cams – Support to EM – Highway &
Drainage Technicians – Open Days
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Where we offer further value to Rochdale
Cross Contract resilience –


Our local Manchester Highways contract allows us to utilise emergency resources to react to
severe incidents in Rochdale such as flooding events, winter resilience and covid related
absences. This means that Rochdale has access to a pool of 30+ additional staff at no extra cost.



Added social value – As part of our school engagement project we have working closely with St
Cuthbert’s School in Rochdale.

We held a ‘Work Safari’ day for students in year 10 and 11 who were looking to improve their
practical understanding of their Maths and English.
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Innovate
-

We have the latest in technology investing in a highways master JCB
3CX new to the market place in 2019 purposely designed for defect
patch repair planning.

-

This also further reducing the risk of hand arm vibration to our
operative teams meeting our goal of Zero Harm.
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COVID
-

In March RBC and BB held joint emergency meetings together to prepare for the potential impact of
COVID 19 to ensure our readiness to react to the pandemic.

-

Once the lockdown came in to effect we were able introduce our joint covid plan to ensure the
continuity of the service whilst keeping all our people safe. This included the introduction of
homeworking and remote meetings as well as securing additional vehicles to allow each operative to
travel to site alone. We secured additional COVID PPE which we free-issued to RBC and our subcontractors to comply with government guidelines,

-

We held daily joint meetings to monitor the continuing developing situation and provided a daily pulse
report on our staff absences and furlough position.
We briefed all the teams on reaction to covid and reacted daily, implementing briefing tool box talks on
complying with social distancing on site. Our sites are inspected on a daily basis to ensure compliance
with the measures.

-

-
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As we return slowly into the office we have provided wash stations, safety screens and reduced
capacity office spaces to allow people to return to the office in a safe manner

Summary
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Since our presentation in March 2019 we continue to deliver all of our
commitments to the council.



Balfour Beatty and RBC have enjoyed a great continued partnership over
the last 6 months.



We have overcome many obstacles together including creating resilience
during the recent pandemic, reacting to severe flooding conditions and
helping to deliver the investment of £12m and £6m leaders fund into the
highways by joint programming, early contractor involvement and coordination on site.



We have maintained an immaculate health and safety record, with no
reportable incidents for 6 years!



We have added over £12m in social value since the start of the contract.

